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It

is a classical result in the virulence evolution literature that treatments
decreasing parasite replication within the host should select for higher replication
rates, thus driving increased levels of virulence if the two are correlated. There is
some evidence for this in vitro but very little in the field. HIV infections in
humans offer a unique opportunity to go beyond the simple predictions that
treatments should favour more virulent strains because many details of this hostparasite system are known, especially the link between set-point virus load,
transmission rate and virulence.
To tackle this question, Herbeck et al. [1] used a detailed individual-based model.
This is original because it allows them to integrate existing knowledge from the
epidemiology and evolution of HIV (e.g. recent estimates of the ‘heritability’ of
set-point virus load from one infection to the next). This detailed model allows
them to formulate predictions regarding the effect of different treatment policies;
especially regarding the current policy switch away from treatment initiation based
on CD4 counts towards universal treatment.
The results show that, perhaps as expected from the theory, treatments based on
the level of remaining host target cells (CD4 T cells) do not affect virulence
evolution because they do not strongly affect the virulence level that maximizes
HIV’s transmission potential. However, early treatments can lead to moderate
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increase in virulence within several years if coverage is high enough. These results seem quite robust
to variation of all the parameters in realistic ranges.
The great step forward in this model is the ability to obtain quantitative prediction regarding how a
virus may evolve in response to public health policies. Here the main conclusion is that given our
current knowledge in HIV biology, the risk of virulence evolution is perhaps more limited than
expected from a direct application of virulence evolution model. Interestingly, the authors also
conclude that recently observed increased in HIV virulence [2-3] cannot be explained by the impact
of antiretroviral therapy alone; which raises the question about the main mechanism behind this
increase. Finally, the authors make the interesting suggestion that “changing virulence is amenable to
being monitored alongside transmitted drug resistance in sentinel surveillance”.
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